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Abstract
Let u be a sequence of non-decreasing positive integers. A u-parking function of length
n is a sequence ðx1; x2;y; xnÞ whose order statistics (the sequence ðxð1Þ; xð2Þ;y; xðnÞÞ
obtained by rearranging the original sequence in non-decreasing order) satisfy xðiÞpui: The
Gonc˘arov polynomials gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ are polynomials deﬁned by the biorthogonality
relation:
eðaiÞDignðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼ n!din;
where eðaÞ is evaluation at a and D is the differentiation operator. In this paper we show that
Gonc˘arov polynomials form a natural basis of polynomials for working with u-parking
functions. For example, the number of u-parking functions of length n is
ð1Þngnð0; u1; u2;y; unÞ: Various properties of Gonc˘arov polynomials are discussed. In
particular, Gonc˘arov polynomials satisfy a linear recursion obtained by expanding xn as a
linear combination of Gonc˘arov polynomials, which leads to a decomposition of an arbitrary
sequence of positive integers into two subsequences: a ‘‘maximum’’ u-parking function and a
subsequence consisting of terms of higher values. Many counting results for parking functions
can be derived from this decomposition. We give, as examples, formulas for sum enumerators,
and a linear recursion and Appell relation for factorial moments of sums of u-parking functions.
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1. Introduction
We shall think of ﬁnite sequences ðx1; x2;y; xnÞ as sequences and functions with
domain f1; 2;y; ng: If ðx1; x2;y; xnÞ is a sequence of real numbers, then the
sequence ðxð1Þ; xð2Þ;y; xðnÞÞ of order statistics is obtained by rearranging the original
sequence in non-decreasing order. Let u be a non-decreasing sequence ðu1; u2; u3;yÞ
of positive integers. A u-parking function of length n is a length-n sequence
ðx1; x2;y; xnÞ of positive integers whose sequence of order statistics satisﬁes xðiÞpui:
We shall call ð1; 2; 3;yÞ-parking functions ordinary parking functions. Ordinary
parking functions originated in the theory of hashing and searching in computer
science. They derive their name from a somewhat whimsical interpretation involving
parking n cars in n spaces along a one-way street (see [11] or [9, p. 545]). There is a
similar interpretation for u-parking functions when the numbers ui are distinct: one
wishes to park n cars in a longer one-way street with at least un spaces, but only n
spaces, at positions u1; u2;y; un; are still empty.
Ordinary parking functions have been extensively studied. In particular, it is
known that the number of ordinary parking functions of length n is
ðn þ 1Þn1;
a formula which is closely related to Cayley’s formula for the number of labeled
trees. This relation with trees had motivated much work in this area, particularly in
ﬁnding bijections between ordinary parking functions and labeled trees. See [6] for
an extensive list of references. Less obvious, perhaps, is the observation that the
formula is (up to a sign) an evaluation of an Abel polynomial. It is this observation
which led us to Gonc˘arov polynomials.
Gonc˘arov polynomials (see [1,2,7,13]) arose in the following special case of
Hermite interpolation in numerical analysis.
Gonc˘arov interpolation: Given two sequences of real or complex numbers
a0; a1;y; an and d0; d1;y; dn; ﬁnd a polynomial pðxÞ of degree n such that for
each i; 0pipn; the ith derivative pðiÞðxÞ evaluated at ai equals di:
The natural basis of polynomials for this interpolation problem is the sequence
of Gonc˘arov polynomials deﬁned in Section 3. A special case of this is Abel
interpolation, where the point ai is the integer i: The Gonc˘arov polynomials for this
case are the Abel polynomials.
The appearance of Abel polynomials in both the enumeration of parking functions
and Abel interpolation was one of the motivations behind this paper. We shall show
that the Gonc˘arov polynomials are the natural basis of polynomials for working
with parking functions, even in the ordinary case, and the enumerative theory of
ordinary parking functions can be generalized to u-parking functions using
Gonc˘arov polynomials.
The approach in this paper is to apply results about Gonc˘arov polynomials to
parking functions. We start with a discussion of a general theory of biorthogonal
polynomials in Section 2 and specialize this theory to Gonc˘arov polynomials in
Section 3. In Section 4, we present a combinatorial description of the coefﬁcients of
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Gonc˘arov polynomials in terms of rankings on ordered partitions. The key idea
connecting Gonc˘orav polynomials to parking functions is a decomposition of an
arbitrary sequence of positive integers into two subsequences, a ‘‘maximum’’ u-
parking functions of length m and a subsequence all of whose terms are strictly larger
than um: This is given in Section 5. An immediate application yields formulas for the
number of parking functions. In Section 6, we use this decomposition to obtain
linear recursions and generating function identities for sum enumerators of u-
parking functions. Finally, in Section 7, we derive a linear recursion for moments of
sums of u-parking functions. Such moments have applications in the analysis of
probing algorithms [3,10] and the enumeration of sparsely edged graphs [23,27]. In
two later papers [14,15], we shall obtain simple exact formulas for these moments
using the linear recursion.
2. Sequences of biorthogonal polynomials
We shall need several results about Gonc˘arov polynomials in this paper. Many of
these results are special cases of a general algebraic, that is to say, non-analytic,
theory of sequences of polynomials biorthogonal to a sequence of linear functionals.
Although this theory must be well known (for some examples, see [1] or [2]), we have
not been able to ﬁnd an explicit description in the literature.
Consider the vector space P of all polynomials in the variable x over a ﬁeld F of
characteristic zero. Let D :P-P be the differentiation operator. For a scalar a in
the ﬁeld F ; let
eðaÞ :P-F ; pðxÞ/pðaÞ
be the linear functional which evaluates pðxÞ at a:
Let jsðDÞ; s ¼ 0; 1; 2;y be a sequence of linear operators on P of the form
jsðDÞ ¼ Ds
XN
r¼0
bsrD
r;
where the coefﬁcients bs0 are assumed to be non-zero. Note that, although jsðDÞ are
inﬁnite formal sums, they become ﬁnite sums when applied to a speciﬁc polynomial.
Then there exists a unique sequence pnðxÞ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y of polynomials such that
pnðxÞ has degree n and
eð0ÞjsðDÞpnðxÞ ¼ n!dsn; ð2:1Þ
where dsn is the Kronecker delta. To see this, let
pnðxÞ ¼
Xn
k¼0
cnkx
k:
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Then, for a given index n; the orthogonality relations are equivalent to the following
upper triangular system of linear equations in the unknowns cn;0; cn;1; cn;2;y; cn;n:
b00cn0 þ b01cn1 þ 2!b02cn2 þ 3!b03cn3 þ?þ n!b0ncnn ¼ 0;
b10cn1 þ 2!b11cn2 þ 3!b12cn3 þ?þ n!b1;n1cnn ¼ 0;
2!b20cn2 þ 3!b21cn3 þ?þ n!b2;n2cnn ¼ 0;
?
n!bn0cnn ¼ n!:
This system of linear equations can be solved uniquely for every index n: Hence, the
polynomials pnðxÞ exist and they are uniquely determined by the orthogonality relations
(2.1). Note also that pnðxÞ depends only on the operators j0ðDÞ;j1ðDÞ;y;jn1ðDÞ:
When solving this system, we need only divide by the diagonal entries bs0: Hence, if we
put on the extra assumption that the entries bs0 all equal 1; then pnðxÞ is monic and the
coefﬁcients of pnðxÞ are polynomials in the entries bsr:
The polynomial sequence pnðxÞ is said to be biorthogonal to the sequence jsðDÞ of
operators, or, as some would prefer, the sequence eð0ÞjsðDÞ of linear functionals.
Using Cramer’s rule to solve the linear system and Laplace’s expansion to group the
results, we obtain the following determinantal formula:
pnðxÞ ¼ n!
b00b10?bn0
b00 b01 b02 ? b0;n1 b0n
0 b10 b11 ? b1;n2 b1;n1
0 0 b20 ? b2;n3 b2;n2
^ ^ ^ & ^ ^
0 0 0 ? bn1;0 bn1;1
1 x x2=2! ? xn1=ðn  1Þ! xn=n!


: ð2:2Þ
Another important consequence of the fact that the initial segment jsðDÞ; s ¼
0; 1; 2;y; n gives a non-singular upper triangular system of linear equations is that if
pðxÞ is a degree-n polynomial, then the conditions
eð0ÞjiðDÞpðxÞ ¼ 0 for 0pipn
imply that pðxÞ is identically zero. In particular, if pðxÞ has degree n; then
pðxÞ ¼
Xn
i¼0
eð0ÞjiðDÞpðxÞ
i!
piðxÞ: ð2:3Þ
This gives an expansion formula. Furthermore, the unique solution to the
interpolation problem, given numbers d0; d1;y; dn; find a degree-n polynomial pðxÞ
such that for i ¼ 0; 1;y; n,
eð0ÞjiðDÞpðxÞ ¼ di;
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is given by the formula
pðxÞ ¼
Xn
i¼0
dipiðxÞ
i!
: ð2:4Þ
Since
eð0ÞjiðDÞxn ¼ n!bi;ni;
a special case of Eq. (2.3) or (2.4) is
xn ¼
Xn
i¼0
n!bi;nipiðxÞ
i!
: ð2:5Þ
Eq. (2.5) gives a linear recursion for pnðxÞ: These linear recursions are perhaps the
most efﬁcient way to calculate the sequence pnðxÞ explicitly on a computer.
Multiplying these equations by tn=n!; summing over all non-negative integers n; and
rearranging the right-hand side into products, we obtain the following formal power
series equation (which is an instance of what one might call an Appell relation):
ext ¼
XN
n¼0
pnðxÞjnðtÞ
n!
; ð2:6Þ
where jnðtÞ ¼ ts
PN
r¼0 bsrt
r:
Another way to prove the Appell relation (2.6) is to observe that when one applies
eð0ÞjsðDÞ to both sides, one obtains the same result. Observe also that when
restricted to the subspace Pm of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to m in
P; the operators Ds are expressible as linear combinations of the operators
eð0ÞjtðDÞ; t ¼ 0; 1; 2;y; m: Hence, one also obtains the same result when Ds is
applied to both sides of the Appell relation, that is, the coefﬁcient of xs are the same
on both sides.
We end with a matrix version of the linear recursion. We can rewrite the ﬁrst n þ 1
instances of Eq. (2.5) as the matrix equation
xi
!¼ B piðxÞ
!
;
where
xi
!¼ ½1; x; x2;y; xn
T ;
piðxÞ
! ¼ ½p0ðxÞ; p1ðxÞ; p2ðxÞ;y; pnðxÞ
T ;
and B is the ðn þ 1Þ  ðn þ 1Þ lower triangular matrix
i
j
 !
ði  jÞ!bj;ij
" #
0pi;jpn
:
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We use the convention that the binomial coefﬁcient i
j
	 

is zero if j4i: For example,
when n ¼ 3; we have
1
x
x2
x3
2
6664
3
7775 ¼
1 0 0 0
b01 1 0 0
2b02 2b11 1 0
6b03 6b12 3b21 1
2
6664
3
7775
1
p1ðxÞ
p2ðxÞ
p3ðxÞ
2
6664
3
7775:
However, we also have
piðxÞ
! ¼ C xi!;
where C is the ðn þ 1Þ  ðn þ 1Þ lower triangular coefficient matrix
½cij 
0pi;jpn
whose entries cij are coefﬁcients of the polynomials piðxÞ: We use the convention that
cij is zero when j4i: Hence, we conclude that the two lower triangular matrices B
and C are inverses of each other. In particular,
piðxÞ
! ¼ B1 xi!: ð2:7Þ
This gives a determinantal formula for pnðxÞ which is row and column reducible to
Eq. (2.2).
Summarizing, we have shown that the biorthogonality relations, the linear
recursions, the Appell relation, and the matrix form of the linear recursions all deﬁne
the same sequence pnðxÞ of polynomials.
Sequences of polynomials of binomial type are special cases of sequences of
biorthogonal polynomials. We shall use a description of polynomials of binomial
type given in the classic paper of Mullin and Rota [17]. Recall that a sequence pnðxÞ
of polynomials is of binomial type if and only ifXN
n¼0
pnðxÞ t
n
n!
¼ exf ðtÞ; ð2:8Þ
for some formal power series f ðtÞ such that f ð0Þ ¼ 0 and Df ð0Þa0: These conditions
are equivalent to the condition that f ðtÞ have a compositional inverse in the ring of
formal power series. Let gðtÞ be the compositional inverse of f ðtÞ: Then, substituting
gðtÞ for t in Eq. (2.8), we obtain the Appell relation
ext ¼
XN
n¼0
pnðxÞ ½gðtÞ

n
n!
:
From this, we conclude that sequences of polynomials of binomial type are precisely
sequences of polynomials biorthogonal to operator sequences of the form
jsðDÞ ¼ ½gðDÞ
s;
where gðtÞ is a formal power series with gð0Þ ¼ 0 and Dgð0Þa0:
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3. Algebraic properties of Gonc˘arov polynomials
Let ða0; a1; a2;yÞ be a sequence of numbers or variables called nodes. The
sequence of Gonc˘arov polynomials
gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y
is the sequence of polynomials biorthogonal to the operators
Eas Ds;
where for any number or variable a; the operator Ea is the shift by a; that is,
EapðxÞ ¼ pðx þ aÞ:
Because eð0ÞEa ¼ eðaÞ; the sequence of Gonc˘arov polynomials gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ
are deﬁned by the orthogonality relations
eðasÞDsgnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼ n!dsn:
Since
Ea ¼
XN
r¼0
arDr
r!
¼ eaD;
the sequence of Gonc˘arov polynomials is biorthogonal to the sequence
Ds
XN
r¼0
arsD
r
r!
:
As indicated by the notation, gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ depends only on the nodes
a0; a1;y; an1: Indeed, from Eq. (2.2), we have the determinantal formula,
gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼ n!
1 a0
a2
0
2!
a3
0
3! y
an1
0
ðn1Þ!
an
0
n!
0 1 a1
a2
1
2! y
an2
1
ðn2Þ!
an1
1
ðn1Þ!
0 0 1 a2 y
an3
2
ðn3Þ!
an2
2
ðn2Þ!
^ ^ ^ ^ & ^
0 0 0 0 y 1 an1
1 x x
2
2!
x3
3! y
xn1
ðn1Þ!
xn
n!


:
From Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), we have the linear recursion
xn ¼
Xn
i¼0
n
i
 !
anii giðx; a0; a1;y; ai1Þ
and the Appell relation
ext ¼
XN
n¼0
gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þt
neant
n!
:
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Finally, from Eq. (2.3), we have the expansion formula. If pðxÞ is a polynomial of
degree n; then
pðxÞ ¼
Xn
i¼0
eðaiÞDipðxÞ
i!
giðx; a0; a1;y; ai1Þ:
We turn now to properties speciﬁc to the sequence of Gonc˘arov polynomials. The
Gonc˘arov polynomials can be equivalently deﬁned by the differential relations
Dgnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼ ngn1ðx; a1; a2;y; an1Þ;
with initial conditions
gnða0; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼ d0n:
(To see this, check that the orthogonality relations are satisﬁed.) Integrating the
differential relations, we obtain the integral relation
gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼ n
Z x
a0
gn1ðt; a1; a2;y; an1Þ dt:
Iterating this, we obtain the integral formula
gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼ n!
Z x
a0
dt1
Z t1
a1
dt2?
Z tn1
an1
dtn:
The integral relation makes it clear (by induction) that gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ is a
homogeneous polynomial with integer coefﬁcients in the variables x; a0; a1;y; an1
of total degree n: It also gives a quick way to calculate Gonc˘arov polynomials of low
degree by hand. For example,
g0ðxÞ ¼ 1;
g1ðx; a0Þ ¼ x  a0;
g2ðx; a0; a1Þ ¼ x2  2a1x þ 2a0a1  a20;
g3ðx; a0; a1; a2Þ ¼ x3  3a2x2 þ ð6a1a2  3a21Þx  a30 þ 3a20a2  6a0a1a2 þ 3a0a21:
Using a change of variable, the integral relation and induction, or, observing that
the differential operator is ‘‘shift-invariant’’ or commutes with shifts, one obtains the
following useful shift formula:
gnðx þ x; a0 þ x; a1 þ x;y; an1 þ xÞ ¼ gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ:
The integral formula also suggests a formula which shows the effect of shifting or
perturbing a single node. Using the identity
Z t
am
FðtÞ dt ¼
Z amþbm
am
FðtÞ dt þ
Z t
amþbm
FðtÞ dt
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at the mth integral in the integral formula, we obtain the perturbation formula:
gnðx; a0;y; am1; am þ bm; amþ1;y; an1Þ
¼ gnðx; a0;yam1; am; amþ1;y; an1Þ
 n
m
 !
gnmðam þ bm; am; amþ1;y; an1Þgmðx; a0; a1;y; am1Þ:
Applying the perturbation formula repeatedly, we can perturb any subset of nodes.
For example, the following formula allows us to perturb an initial segment of length
n  m þ 1:
gnðx; a0 þ b0; a1 þ b1;y; anm þ bnm; anmþ1;y; an1Þ
¼ gnðx; a0; a1;y; anm; anmþ1;y; an1Þ

Xnm
i¼0
n
i
 !
gniðai þ bi; ai; aiþ1;y; an1Þ
 giðx; a0 þ b0; a1 þ b1;y; ai1 þ bi1Þ:
In general, perturbation formulas can also be obtained by expanding the
unperturbed polynomial gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ as a series in suitably perturbed
Gonc˘arov polynomials.
In general, there are no nice closed-form expressions for Gonc˘arov polynomials.
But such expressions exist for two special cases studied in analysis. The ﬁrst is the
case when all the nodes ai equal a: In this case,
gnðx; a; a;y; aÞ ¼ ðx  aÞn
and Gonc˘arov interpolation is just expansion as a power series at x ¼ a: For this
case, the linear recursion specializes to the binomial identity
xn ¼
Xn
i¼0
n
i
 !
aniðx  aÞi;
The second case (which includes the ﬁrst as a special case) is when a0; a1; a2;y form
an arithmetic progression. This is the case of Abel polynomials and we have
gnðx; y; y þ b; y þ 2b;y; y þ ðn  1ÞbÞ ¼ ðx  yÞðx  y  nbÞn1: ð3:1Þ
In particular,
gnðx; 0; 1; 2;y; n  1Þ ¼ xðx  nÞn1:
The linear recursion is
xn ¼
Xn
i¼0
n
i
 !
ðy þ ibÞniðx  yÞðx  y  ibÞi1:
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Substituting x þ y for x in the second identity, we obtain Abel’s binomial theorem,
(see, e.g., [20]),
ðx þ yÞn ¼
Xn
i¼0
n
i
 !
ðy þ ibÞnixðx  ibÞi1:
With the substitution x þ y þ nb for x; y þ nb for y; and b for b; we obtain
Hurwitz’s versions of Abel’s binomial theorem:
ðx þ y þ nbÞn ¼
Xn
i¼0
n
i
 !
ðy þ ðn  iÞbÞnixðx þ ibÞi1;
or, changing indices from i to n  i;
ðx þ y þ nbÞn ¼
Xn
i¼0
n
i
 !
ðy þ ibÞixðx þ ðn  iÞbÞni1: ð3:2Þ
4. Coefﬁcients of Gonc˘arov polynomials
The main result in this section is a combinatorial interpretation of the coefﬁcients
of Gonc˘arov polynomials. We ﬁrst show that it sufﬁces to consider only the constant
terms.
Expanding gnðx þ y; a0;y; an1Þ as a Taylor expansion in x and using the
differential relations, we obtain
gnðx þ y; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼
Xn
i¼0
n
i
 !
gniðy; ai; aiþ1;y; an1Þxi: ð4:1Þ
This is a shifted or parametrized analogue of a Sheffer relation, but not an actual
Sheffer relation unless all the nodes ai are equal. Thus, the Gonc˘arov polynomials
may be viewed as a ‘‘shifted’’ Sheffer sequence for the operator D (see [18]). The
beginnings of a theory of ‘‘shifted’’ or ‘‘decentralized’’ umbral calculus has been
developed in [21].
Setting y ¼ 0 in Eq. (4.1), we obtain
gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼
Xn
i¼0
n
i
 !
gnið0; ai; aiþ1;y; an1Þxi: ð4:2Þ
Thus, coefﬁcients of Gonc˘arov polynomials are constant terms of (shifted)
Gonc˘arov polynomials. In particular, we have the following special case of Eq. (2.7).
Lemma 4.1. Let A be the lower triangular matrix
i
j
 !
a
ij
j
" #
0pi;jpn
:
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Then, its inverse A1 is the lower triangular coefficient matrix
i
j
 !
gijð0; aj; ajþ1;y; ai1Þ
" #
0pi;jpn
:
In particular,
A1xi
!¼ giðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ
!
:
We shall now give a combinatorial interpretation of the constant terms of
Gonc˘arov polynomials. This interpretation is obtained by considering the number fn
of monomials in the constant term gnð0; a0; a1;y; an1Þ; counted with multiplicity.
The sequence fn starts 1; 1; 3; 13; 75;y : Using, say, the integral relation, it is easy to
show that the numbers fn satisfy the recurrence
fn ¼
Xn
i¼1
n
i
 !
fni ðnX1Þ;
and have exponential generating functionXN
n¼0
fnt
n
n!
¼ 1
2 et:
From this, we see (from [22], say) that fn is the number of preferential arrangements,
or ordered partitions of the set with n elements. These observations suggest that
there is an interpretation of the constant term gnð0; a0; a1;y; an1Þ in terms of
objects related to ordered partitions.
From an ordered partition B1; B2;y; Bm of a set fx1; x2;y; xng with n elements,
one can associate a ranking r : fx1; x2;y; xng-f0; 1; 2;y; n  1g as follows: if an
element xi is in the jth block Bj; then deﬁned
rðxiÞ ¼
X
loj
jBl j:
In particular, rðxiÞ ¼ 0 whenever xi is in the ﬁrst block B1: We deﬁne the order jrj to
be the size of the image of r; which is also the number of blocks in the ordered
partition associated with r: For example, from the ordered partition f2; 4g; f5g;
f1; 3g of f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g; one obtains the ranking deﬁned by rð2Þ ¼ rð4Þ ¼ 0; rð5Þ ¼ 2;
and rð1Þ ¼ rð3Þ ¼ 3: Rankings are characterized by the property: for every element
xi; there are exactly rðxiÞ elements xj such that rðxjÞorðxiÞ:
Theorem 4.2.
gnð0; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼
X
r
ð1Þjrj
Yn
j¼1
arðjÞ;
where the sum ranges over all rankings r of f1; 2;y; ng:
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Proof. The theorem holds when n ¼ 0: When n40; the constant terms of Gonc˘arov
polynomials satisfy the recursion
gnð0; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼ 
Xn1
i¼0
n
i
 !
anii gið0; a0; a1;y; ai1Þ
obtained by setting x ¼ 0 in the linear recursion. We shall show that the sum on the
right-hand side of the equation in Theorem 4.2 satisﬁes the same recursion. Let R½n

be the set of all rankings on f1; 2;y; ng: Divide R½n
 into groups R½n; i
 according to
the maximum value i taken by the ranking, so that
R½n; i
 ¼ fr: max frð1Þ; rð2Þ;y; rðnÞg ¼ ig:
If r is in R½n; i
; then the inverse image r1ðiÞ must contain exactly n  i numbers.
Thus, there is a bijection between rankings r in Ri and pairs consisting of an
i-element subset of f1; 2;y; ng (the complement of r1ðiÞ) and a ranking r0 (having
order jrj  1) on that i-element subset obtained by restricting r: Hence,
X
rAR½n

ð1Þjrj
Yn
j¼1
arðjÞ ¼ 
Xn1
i¼0
anii
n
i
 ! X
rAR½n;i

ð1Þjr0j
Yi1
j¼0
arðjÞ
0
@
1
A:
Since both sides of the equation in Theorem 4.2 satisfy the same recursion and initial
condition, they are equal by induction.
By Theorem 4.2 and the shift formula, we obtain the following formula for
Gonc˘arov polynomials:
gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ ¼ gnð0; a0  x;y; an1  xÞ
¼
X
r
ð1Þjrj
Yn
i¼1
ðarðiÞ  xÞ: &
Abel polynomials are intimately related to the enumeration of trees. In particular,
the constant term ð1Þngnð0; 1; 2;y; nÞ is the number of labeled trees on n þ 1
vertices. An interpretation for ð1Þngnð0; u1; u2;y; unÞ in terms of labeled trees can
be obtained by extending the Foata–Riordan bijection [4] between acyclic and
ordinary parking functions. There may be other interpretations.
5. A decomposition for sequences of positive integers
In this section, we describe the combinatorial decomposition underlying the theory
of parking functions. For us, this decomposition was motivated by the linear
recursion for Gonc˘arov polynomials. After discovering this decomposition, we
found out from Julian Gilbey that the special case of this decomposition for ordinary
parking functions was already used by Konheim and Weiss in the first paper [11] on
the subject.
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Theorem 5.1. Let ðu1; u2;y; unÞ be a sequence of non-decreasing positive integers and
let x be a positive integer. Then, every sequence ðx1; x2;y; xnÞ of length n with terms xi
integers from the discrete interval ½1; x
 can be decomposed into a pair of subsequences
ðxi1 ; xi2 ;y; ximÞ; ðxj1 ; xj2 ;y; xjnmÞ
such that the first subsequence ðxi1 ; xi2 ;y; ximÞ is a u-parking function of length m; and
all the terms in the second subsequence, the complementary subsequence of length
n  m obtained by removing the terms in the first subsequence from ðx1; x2;y; xnÞ are
in the discrete interval ½umþ1 þ 1; x
: This decomposition provides a bijection between
all sequences of length n with terms in ½1; x
 and all pairs of complementary
subsequences of total length n; where the first is a u-parking function of length m; and
the second is a sequence of length n  m taking values in ½umþ1 þ 1; x
:
Proof. Consider the sequence ðxð1Þ; xð2Þ;y; xðnÞÞ of order statistics. Let m be the
maximum index such that
xðiÞpui for i ¼ 1; 2;y; m: ð5:1Þ
Then, the subsequence ðxi1 ; xi2 ;y; ximÞ from which the sequence ðxð1Þ; xð2Þ;y; xðmÞÞ
was obtained by rearrangement is a u-parking function of length m: Furthermore, m
is the maximum index satisfying condition (5.1) if and only if
xðnÞXxðn1ÞX?Xxðmþ1Þ4umþ1;
or, equivalently, the complementary subsequence ðxj1 ; xj2 ;y; xjnmÞ; obtained by
deleting the subsequence ðxi1 ; xi2 ;y; ximÞ from the original sequence, takes values in
the interval ½umþ1 þ 1; x
: Since the maximum index m and hence, the set
fi1; i2;y; img are uniquely determined by the sequence ðx1; x2;y; xnÞ; and any pair
of subsequences satisfying the conditions in the theorem can be reassembled into a
sequence in ½1; x
n; this decomposition yields a bijection. &
It will be useful to state the decomposition more explicitly.
Corollary 5.2. There is a bijection between the set ½1; x
n of all length-n integer
sequences with terms in the discrete interval ½1; x
 and the disjoint union of Cartesian
products[
fi1;i2;y;img
Parkði1; i2;y; imÞ  ½umþ1 þ 1; x
nm;
where Parkði1; i2;y; imÞ is the set of length-m u-parking functions indexed by the set
fi1; i2;y; img and ½umþ1 þ 1; x
nm is the set of length-ðn  mÞ integer sequences with
terms in ½umþ1 þ 1; x
 indexed by the complement of fi1; i2;y; img:
Let PnðuÞ be the number of u-parking functions of length n: Since PnðuÞ depends
only on the ﬁrst n terms of u, we will often write Pnðu1; u2;y; unÞ instead of PnðuÞ to
make explicit the parameters on which PnðuÞ is dependent. The decomposition in
Theorem 5.1 yields the following identity.
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Corollary 5.3. Let x be an integer greater than or equal to un: Then
xn ¼
Xn
m¼0
n
m
 !
ðx  umþ1ÞnmPmðu1; u2;y; umÞ:
Comparing the recursion in Corollary 5.3 with the linear recursion for Gonc˘arov
polynomials given in Section 3, we obtain
Pnðu1; u2;y; unÞ ¼ gnðx; x  u1; x  u2;y; x  unÞ:
By the shift formula, the Gonc˘arov polynomial equals
gnð0;u1;u2;y;unÞ:
Since the Gonc˘arov polynomial gnðx; a0; a1;y; an1Þ is a homogeneous polynomial
of total degree n in x; a0; a1;y; an1; we have
gnð0;u1;u2;y;unÞ ¼ ð1Þngnð0; u1; u2;y; unÞ:
All three forms of the formula for PnðuÞ are useful.
Theorem 5.4.
Pnðu1; u2;y; unÞ ¼ gnðx; x  u1; x  u2;y; x  unÞ
¼ gnð0;u1;u2;y;unÞ
¼ ð1Þngnð0; u1; u2;y; unÞ:
When ui ¼ a þ ði  1Þb; we obtain the following special case.
Corollary 5.5.
Pnða; a þ b; a þ 2b;y; a þ ðn  1ÞbÞ ¼ aða þ nbÞn1:
In particular, we have rederived the classic formula for ordinary parking
functions:
Pnð1; 2; 3;y; nÞ ¼ ðn þ 1Þn1:
From the fact that Gonc˘arov polynomials are homogeneous, we obtain another
consequence of Theorem 5.4.
Corollary 5.6.
Pnðbu1; bu2;y; bunÞ ¼ bnPðu1; u2;y; unÞ:
Any reasonable formula for Gonc˘arov polynomials yields a reasonable formula
for parking functions. We give an example which is motivated by results in [18,28].
Consider the sequence a0; a1;y; anm; c þ ðn  m þ 1Þd; c þ ðn  m þ 2Þd;y; c þ
ðn  1Þd of n nodes. This sequence can be obtained by perturbing the arithmetic
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progression c; c þ d;y; c þ ðn  1Þd by bi ¼ ai  ðc þ idÞ for i ¼ 0; 1;y; n  m:
Using the perturbation formula, we have
gnðx; a0; a1;y; anm; c þ ðn  m þ 1Þd; c þ ðn  m þ 2Þd;y; c þ ðn  1ÞdÞ
¼ ðx  cÞðx  c  ndÞn1

Xnm
i¼0
n
i
 !
ðai  c  idÞðai  c  ndÞni1giðx; a0; a1;y; ai1Þ:
Using this and Theorem 5.4, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.7. If c þ ðn  m þ 1ÞdXanm; then
Pnðu1; u2;y; unmþ1; c þ ðn  m þ 1Þd; c þ ðn  m þ 2Þd;y; c þ ðn  1ÞdÞ
¼ cðc þ ndÞn1 
Xnm
i¼0
n
i
 !
ðc þ id  uiþ1Þðc þ id  uiþ1Þni1Piðu1; u2;y; uiÞ:
Note that c need not be positive and some of the terms in the sum may be negative
in Corollary 5.7.
By the determinantal formula for Gonc˘arov polynomials in Section 3, we have the
discrete analogue of a result for real-valued parking functions usually attributed to
Steck [26].
Corollary 5.8. The number Pnðu1; u2;y; unÞ of u-parking functions of length n equals
n!detD; where D is the matrix with ijth entry equal to
u
jiþ1
i
ðj  i þ 1Þ!;
if j  i þ 1X0 and 0 otherwise.
Note that Lemma 4.1 and Jacobi’s formula for the inverse of a matrix yields
another determinantal formula for PnðuÞ: However, this formula can easily be
derived from the formula in Corollary 5.8 by row and column operations.
6. Sum enumerators of parking functions
For ordinary parking functions, two interesting and closely related statistics are
the sum Sn of all its terms and the reversed sum or total displacement dn; deﬁned by
dn ¼ nþ12
  Sn (see, for example, [3,5,10]). One way to study sums and reversed
sums is through their enumerators. The sum enumerator Snðq; uÞ for the set of
u-parking functions is the polynomial in q deﬁned by
Snðq; uÞ ¼
X
ða1;a2;y;anÞ
qa1þa2þ?þann;
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where the sum ranges over all u-parking functions ða1; a2;y; anÞ: The sum
enumerator may be regarded as a ‘‘q-analogue’’ of PnðuÞ: The sum enumerator for
a subsetS of ½1; x
n is deﬁned analogously by summing over all sequences inS: Sum
enumerators are multiplicative in the following sense. Suppose that S1 and S2 are
two sets of subsequences on disjoint index sets. Then the sum enumerator of the
Cartesian product S1 S2 consisting of all sequences formed by combining a
subsequence from S1 and a subsequence from S1 is the product of the sum
enumerators of S1 and S2:
For a u-parking function, the maximum value of the ith order statistic xðiÞ is at
most ui and hence, ui  xðiÞX0: The reversed sum enumerator Rnðq; uÞ is deﬁned by
Rnðq; uÞ ¼
X
ða1;a2;y;anÞ
qu1þu2þ?þunða1þa2þ?þanÞ;
where the sum ranges over all u-parking functions ða1; a2;y; anÞ: Equivalently,
Rnðq; uÞ ¼ qu1þu2þ?þunnSnð1=q; uÞ: ð6:1Þ
The reversed sum enumerator is a polynomial in the variable q of degree u1 þ u2 þ
?þ un  n:
Lemma 6.1.
ð1þ q þ q2 þ?þ qx1Þn
¼
Xn
m¼0
n
m
 !
ðqumþ1 þ qumþ1þ1 þ?þ qx1ÞnmSmðq; uÞ:
Proof. Since sum enumerators are multiplicative, the sum enumerator of ½1; x
n is
ð1þ q þ q2 þ?þ qx1Þn:
For the same reason, the sum enumerator of functions which are decomposed into a
u-parking function of length m and a sequence in ½umþ1 þ 1; x
nm is
ðqumþ1 þ qumþ1þ1 þ?þ qx1ÞnmSmðq; uÞ:
The recursion now follows. &
Comparing this recursion with the linear recursion in Corollary 5.3, we obtain the
following theorem.
Theorem 6.2.
Snðq; uÞ ¼ Pnð1þ q þ?þ qu11; 1þ q þ?þ qu21;y; 1þ q þ?þ qun1Þ:
Theorem 6.2 can also be obtained directly using a decomposition for the set of
u-parking functions due to Pitman and Stanley [19]. Given a u-parking function
ðb1; b2;y; bnÞ; we can associate an ordinary parking function ða1; a2;y; anÞ by
setting ai ¼ r if bi is in the discrete interval ½ur1 þ 1; ur
: Conversely, given an
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ordinary parking function ða1; a2;y; anÞ; there are
ðua1  ua11Þðua2  ua21Þ?ðuan  uan1Þ
u-parking functions associated with it. These are obtained by choosing a number
from each discrete interval ½uaj1 þ 1; uaj 
: Here, we use the convention that u0 ¼ 0:
Hence,
Pnðu1; u2;y; unÞ ¼
X
ða1;a2;y;anÞ
ðua1  ua11Þðua2  ua21Þ?ðuan  uan1Þ;
where the sum ranges over all ordinary parking functions of length n: Replacing the
number of elements uaj  uaj1 in the discrete interval ½uaj1 þ 1; uaj 
 by its sum
enumerator and using the fact that sum enumerators are multiplicative, we obtain
Theorem 6.2.
Using Theorems 5.3 and 6.1, and the shift formula, we can express sum
enumerators in terms of Gonc˘arov polynomials:
Snðq; uÞ ¼ gn 1
1 q;
qu1
1 q;
qu2
1 q;y;
qun
1 q
 
:
By homogeneity of Gonc˘arov polynomials,
ð1 qÞnSnðq; uÞ ¼ gnð1; qu1 ; qu2 ;y; qunÞ:
Hence, sum enumerators satisfy the simpler linear recursion
1 ¼
Xn
m¼0
n
m
 !
qumþ1ðnmÞð1 qÞmSmðq; uÞ: ð6:2Þ
They also satisfy the following Appell relation:
expðtÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
ð1 qÞnSnðq; uÞexpðqunþ1tÞ t
n
n!
:
In the case of ordinary parking functions, ui ¼ i and we have
ð1 qÞnSnðq; 1; 2;y; nÞ ¼ gnð1; q; q2;y; qnÞ:
For example,
ð1 qÞ2S2ðq; 1; 2Þ ¼ 1 3q2 þ 2q3;
ð1 qÞ3S3ðq; 1; 2; 3Þ ¼ 1 4q3  3q4 þ 12q5  6q6:
One does not expect simple generating functions for sum enumerators in general.
However, when ui is an arithmetic progression, we can group terms together to
obtain a recursion which yields a simple exponential generating function. We shall
show how this can be done for reversed sum enumerators.
Substituting 1=q for q in Eq. (6.2) and using Eq. (6.1), we obtain
qu1þu2þ?þun ¼
Xn
m¼0
n
m
 !
ðq  1ÞmRmðq; uÞqðnmÞumþ1þumþ1þumþ2þ?þun :
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If the exponent
ðn  mÞumþ1 þ umþ1 þ umþ2 þ?þ un
is a function tðn  mÞ depending only on n  m; then we have
qu1þu2þ?þun ¼
Xn
m¼0
n
m
 !
ðq  1ÞmRmðq; uÞqtðnmÞ:
Multiplying this by tn=n!; summing over all non-negative integers n; and
manipulating the resulting formal power series, we obtain
XN
n¼0
ðq  1ÞnRnðq; uÞt
n
n!
¼
PN
n¼0 q
u1þu2þ?þun tn
n!PN
n¼0 qtð1Þþtð2Þþ?þtðnÞ
tn
n!
:
The condition that the exponent is a function tðn  mÞ of n  m is in fact very
strong. Consider the case n  m ¼ 2: Then the condition implies that for all m;
2umþ1 þ umþ1 þ umþ2 equals a number tð2Þ independently of m; that is, umþ2  umþ1
is a constant b for all m: This in turn implies that u is an arithmetic progression with
common difference b: Conversely, if ui ¼ a þ ði  1Þb; then
Xn
j¼1
uj ¼ an þ b
n
2
 !
and
Xn
j¼1
tðjÞ ¼ b n
2
 !
:
We have thus proved the following theorem, which is best possible.
Theorem 6.3. Let u be the arithmetic progression ða; a þ b; a þ 2b;yÞ: Then
XN
n¼0
ðq  1ÞnRnðq; uÞt
n
n!
¼
PN
n¼0 q
anþb n
2ð Þ tn
n!PN
n¼0 q
b
n
2ð Þ tn
n!
:
The reversed sum enumerator Rnðq; uÞ also enumerates the number of inversions
for certain sequences of rooted b-forests, see [29]. As a special case of Theorem 6.3,
for a ¼ b ¼ 1 we obtain the following result of Stanley [24,25]:
XN
n¼0
ðq  1ÞnInðqÞt
n
n!
¼
PN
n¼0 q
nþ1
2
 
tn
n!PN
n¼0 q
n
2ð Þ tn
n!
;
where InðqÞ is the inversion enumerator for labeled trees [16,12,24,25].
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7. Factorial moments of sums of parking functions
In this section, we shall use some elementary probability theory. A subsetS of the
set ½1; x
n of length-n sequences with terms in the discrete interval ½1; x
 can be made
into a discrete probability space by assigning a probability of 1=jSj to each sequence
in S: Given a subset S of length-n sequences, we deﬁne the random variable Sn on
S to be the sum x1 þ x2 þ?þ xn of a random sequence inS: The expected sum of
a random sequence from S is the expectation E½Sn
: Let ðxÞk be the k-falling
factorial xðx  1Þ?ðx  k þ 1Þ: The kth (falling) factorial moment of the sum of a
random sequence in S is the expectation E½ðSnÞk
: Explicitly, E½ðSnÞk
 equals
1
jSj
X
ðx1;x2;y;xnÞAS
ðx1 þ x2 þ?þ xnÞk:
In particular, let Ekðn; uÞ be the kth falling factorial moment of the sum of a random
u-parking function, that is,
Ekðn; uÞ ¼ 1
PnðuÞ
X
ðx1;x2;y;xnÞ
ðx1 þ x2 þ?þ xnÞk;
where the sum ranges over all u-parking functions of length n:
Let a and b be integers with apb and let Uiða; bÞ be the sum of a random sequence
chosen with uniform distribution from the space ½a; b
i of all length-i sequences with
terms in the discrete interval ½a; b
: A random sequence in ½a; b
i can also be thought
of as a length-i random sequence obtained by choosing each term independently with
uniform distribution from ½a; b
: The factorial moments of Uiða; bÞ are known and
they can be expressed in a compact form by exponential generating functions
(see, for example, [8]). Indeed, if
Uiðt; a; bÞ ¼
XN
k¼0
E½ðUiða; bÞÞk

tk
k!
;
then
Uiðt; a; bÞ ¼ ð1þ tÞ
bþ1  ð1þ tÞa
ðb aþ 1Þt
 !i
:
The combinatorial decomposition in Section 5 can also be used to obtain linear
recursions for higher factorial moments of sums of random parking functions. Let a
be the sequence deﬁned by aj ¼ x  ujþ1 and let
e
ðkÞ
i ðx; a0;y; an1Þ ¼ E½ðSiÞk
;
the k-factorial moment of the sum of a random u-parking function as a function of
x; a0; a1;y; ai1:
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Theorem 7.1. Let k be a positive integer. Then the factorial moments of the sum of a
random u-parking function of length n satisfies the following linear recursion:
E½ðUnð1; xÞÞk

¼
Xn
m¼0
n
m
 !
anmm gmðx; aÞ
xn
Xk
j¼0
k
j
 !
eðjÞm ðx; aÞE½ðUnmðumþ1 þ 1; xÞÞkj

 !
:
Proof. Consider the event that the maximum subsequence forming a u-parking
function is indexed by fi1; i2;y; img: Because the length-m u-parking function and
the length-ðn  mÞ sequence from ½umþ1 þ 1; x
nm are chosen independently and an
analogue of the binomial theorem holds for falling factorials, the expected value of
ðUnð1; xÞÞk conditioned on this event is
Xk
j¼0
k
j
 !
eðjÞm ðx; aÞE½ðUnmðumþ1 þ 1; xÞÞkj
:
Summing over the conditional expectations, we obtain the linear recursion. &
The factorial moment generating function Siðt; aÞ for u-parking functions of length
i is deﬁned by the following formula:
Siðt; aÞ ¼
XN
k¼0
e
ðkÞ
i ðx; aÞ
tk
k!
:
Restating Theorem 7.1 in terms of exponential generating functions, we obtain the
following linear recursion for the moment generating functions Siðt; aÞ:
xnUnðt; 1; xÞ ¼
Xn
i¼0
n
i
 !
anii giðx; aÞSiðt; aÞUniðt; uiþ1 þ 1; xÞ; ð7:1Þ
From this recursion, we can obtain a simple Appell relation for Siðt; aÞ: First,
observe that
XN
n¼0
xnUnðt; 1; xÞq
n
n!
¼
XN
n¼0
ð1þ tÞxþ1  ð1þ tÞ
t
" #n
qn
n!
¼ exp q
t
ðð1þ tÞxþ1  ð1þ tÞÞ
	 

and
XN
n¼i
anii Uniðt; uiþ1 þ 1; xÞ
qni
ðn  iÞ! ¼ exp
q
t
ðð1þ tÞxþ1  ð1þ tÞ1þxaiÞ
	 

:
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Hence, multiplying Eq. (7.1) by qn=n!; summing over all non-negative integers n; and
dividing both sides by expðqði þ tÞxþ1=tÞ; we obtain
exp q
t
ð1þ tÞ
	 

¼
XN
i¼0
giSiðtÞexp q
t
ð1þ tÞ1þxai
	 
qi
i!
:
Changing variables from q to qt; we obtain the following Appell relation.
Theorem 7.2.
expðqð1þ tÞÞ ¼
XN
i¼0
giðx; aÞSiðt; aÞexpðqð1þ tÞ1þxaiÞ t
iqi
i!
:
The left-hand side of the Appell relation does not depend on x (which is not
surprising, as the linear recursion from which it is derived holds for all sufﬁciently
large integer x). Hence, simpler Appell relations can be obtained by setting x to be 0
or any convenient constant or variable.
It requires much more work to ‘‘solve’’ the linear recursion and obtain explicit
formulas for the moments. This will be done in [14,15].
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